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LPT NEWS

New Remanufactured 
Fuser at Liberty
 
 Liberty Parts Team is now offering a remanufactured 
version of the HP LaserJet P2035/P2055 fuser. The 
part number is RM1-6405-R.  

 As is the case with the 
OEM version, you will 
need to transfer gears 
from the old fuser to the 
replacement (Fig. A).
Another thing to keep in 

mind about RM1-6405 is its AC connector plug, which 
can be either white 
or yellow (Fig. B). As 
with all remanufac-
tured printer assem-
blies at LPT, every 
one is tested and 
inspected.

Toner plans cancelled
    In case you did not receive our email announcement 
on April 22, LPT will not be offering toner cartridges. 
We had announced in Service Edge that we would be 
offering a certain brand of cartridges to resellers only.  
 So what happened?
 LPT had been courted for years by the manufacturer 
to become a distributor. This March, we agreed. Within 
a week of our announcement at a trade show, the 
manufacturer suspended free shipping and preferential 
pricing, citing overlap with another distributor. We sent 
back the toner.
 The email announcement sparked emails and phone 
calls. Some service companies think supplies and service 
parts are "a bad mix" and were relieved to hear the news.  
A few resellers were disappointed. Mostly, people were 
curious about what had happened. For us at Liberty, we 
just shrug our shoulders and continue our mission of 
providing the best printer service parts in the industry. 

Janusiak Joins LPT Sales Force
Has 10 yrs in MPS, printer parts, office equipment

Service edge is the quarterly laser printer tech 
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Writers: dennis Kosterman, robert reinke

©2011 Liberty Parts Team, inc.

Brad Janusiak

Holly Tierney-Bedord

  LPT's newest account execu-
tive is Brad Janusiak, an expert 
in laser printer parts and print 
management. 
 Brad has 10 years of print 
industry experience. Having sold 
copy equipment as well as HP 
printer parts, he has an in-depth 
understanding of CPC (cost per 
click), print management, and 
MFP/production print equip-
ment.
  "Liberty offers the highest 
quality refurbished products 

A. Take from old fuser

B. AC plug can be white or yellow

along with some of the most 
competitive pricing in the indus-
try," Brad says. "I can back up that 
statement by what I've been told 
by our customers." 
 Liberty is also happy to welcome Holly Tierney-
Bedord as Customer Service Rep. Customers will enjoy 
getting to know Holly when she fills in for their reps 
from time to time.

LPT
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WHAT WE  DO, 
THEY CAN'T
If you are new to laser printer service and 
need access to service parts and tech sup-
port, Liberty Parts Team can help. Here's 
what makes LPT the wise choice.

• Quality First! is our Rule Number One. 
We test and inspect every remanufactured 
part and every third-party part. This has been 
LPT policy from day one. Components for re-
manufactured fusing assemblies are the best 
available, and our parts rebuilders average 
eight years experience.

• One vision. Liberty Parts Team is led by 
CEO David K. Reinke, globally recognized as 
the person who forged the laser printer parts 
industry. 

• The experts - Liberty's tech support team 
all began working in the printer service indus-
try in the early 1990s. We are unaware of any 
place else whose tech support staff has 19 
years printer experience on average. When 
your techs are in a pinch, the answer is a toll-
free call away at Liberty Parts Team.

• Dedication. LPT premier fusing assem-
blies are shipped from one big warehouse.  
Multiple warehouses, expensive to staff and 
operate, can result in a watering-down of rule 
number one.  

The things you have come to expect: having a 
personal account executive, form-fitting pack-
aging, high fuser reliability, and outstanding 
tech support, will be here for you at Liberty 
Parts Team.

Yes, we take credit card.
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 Lexmark recently introduced a new pickup 
roller in the T-series printers. It is easier to install 
and looks very different than its predecessor. This 
article will discuss the compatibility and installa-
tion of these rollers.

 Old Roller (40X0070, old #: 99A0070). 
 Since the late 1990s, Lexmark had been using 
the same pickup rollers in the cassette trays of all 
Optra S, Optra T, and T-Series printers. During 
installation, the arrows on the hub of these tire-like 
rollers should match the rotation of the shaft. As 
you face the roller shaft assembly from the right, 
the arrows should point clockwise, as in Fig. A. The 
roller will get less traction if installed the other way.

 New Roller (40X4308). 
 Recently,  Lexmark  introduced a new pickup 
roller in the T640 and T650. Since the shaft-hole 
is covered at one end, there is only one way to in-
stall it, and there are no arrows.  It is very different 
in color and texture than the old roller. (See Fig. B). 

 Compatibility. 
 Despite the physical differences, we have deter-
mined that both the 40X0070 and the 40X4308 
fit and work in any Optra S, Optra T, or T Series 
cassette tray. There is no perceivable difference in 
performance.
 Note both rollers are sold in pairs, as there are 
two rollers per cassette.

LPT   

TECH

NEW ROLLER FOR LEXMARK T-SERIES

NEW ROLLER: 40X4308
B. These rollers are compatible with all Lexmark Optra S, T and T-Series paper cassettes. 

A. Old Roller (40X0070): The arrows on the 
roller hubs need to match the turning direction. 
Rotation is clockwise when seen from the right, 
counterclockwise from the left. 

OLD ROLLER: 40X0070
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LEFT-SIDE 
CARTR. LATCH
REPLACEMENT 
CLJ 3000, 3600, 
3800, CP3505
 This printer series is famous 
for various problems relating to the 
right-side toner cartridge latches. 
We covered this problem in the 
Winter Service Edge, available at 
lbrty.com. 
 The left-side cartridge latches 
also break, especially the uppermost 
(for the black cartridge). While 
the right latches contain the toner 
cartridge ground connections, the 
left ones simply secure and stabilize 
the cartridges. Broken left latches 
impede cartridge installation. The 
printer may even work normally if 
you can get the broken latch out of 
the way and install the cartridge, 
but replacement is best.
 Since there is no procedure for 
replacing left-side cartridge latches 
in the service manuals, we provide 
one here.
 A shortcut: Steps 3-6a can be 
skipped if you have a foot of extra 
space alongside the printer. This 
space can be used to lay the power 
supply, as in the photo below. Let-
ting it dangle could damage the at-
taching cables, which are irreplace-
able. 
 Preliminaries: First, remove 
all consumables (toner cartridges, 
transfer belt, paper tray) and put 

A. TOP COVER: 3 short screws, 1 long screw

long screw

  



B. LEFT COVER: 4 tabs, 2 screws

SCREW

SCREW

C.LEFT COVER: 3 TABS
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G. R COVER: switch arm

them in a safe place. Cover the toner 
cartridges – ambient light can dam-
age them. Then remove the top out-
put bin (rotate it toward the front 
of the printer until it pops out) and 
fuser (open the front upper cover, 
squeeze the two blue locking tabs, 
and lift the fuser out).

1. Remove the Upper Cover
a. Remove four screws (Fig. 

A). Note that the one 
on the far right is longer 
than the others, and must 
be replaced in this same 
position when re-installing 
the cover. After removing 
the screws, lift the cover off 
of the printer, unplugging 
one cable on the right as 
you do so.

2. Left cover, rear lower cover. In 
the instructions for removing 
these covers, the service manu-
als say to remove the rear lower 
cover first, but that cover is 
mounted by hinge pins into the 
left cover and a hinge bracket 
on the right, and is difficult to 
remove without breaking the 
pins. We suggest removing the 
left cover first, and then the rear 
lower cover comes off easily (in 
fact, it will fall off if you don’t 
catch it!). 
a. To remove the left cover, 

first remove two screws 
(Fig. B), then open the front 
door and release three tabs 
along the front edge of the 
cover (Fig. C), one in the 
upper front corner on the 
outside (Fig. B) and two 
in the rear (Fig. B). As you 
pull the rear edge of the 
cover away from the printer, 
support the rear lower cover 
with your other hand, and 
remove it once the left cover 
is clear of the hinge pin. 

b. To finish removing the left 
cover, pull it toward the rear 
to release the last remaining E. R COVER: screw, 3 tabs

screw







F. R COVER: 2 rear tabs 

D. HINGE BRACKET: 1 SCREW
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H. REAR UPPER COVER: 10 screws

I. HV POWER SUPPLy: 2 cables

J. HV POWER SUPPLy: 7 tabs, 4 screws, 2 cables

retaining tab in the lower 
front corner (Fig. B). When 
re-installing the cover, insert 
this tab first. 

SKIP TO 6b IF YOU ARE TAK-
ING THE SHORTCUT MEN-
TIONED ON PAGE 4.
3. Hinge Bracket Remove the hinge 

bracket by removing one screw 
(Fig. D). When re-assembling the 
printer, install the hinge bracket 
first, then the left cover, but install 
the rear lower cover before seating 
the rear edge of the left cover.

4. Right cover: You may want to 
remove the formatter board (in 
the rear of the printer – it pulls 
out the right side) before removing 
this cover, but it is not necessary.
a. Remove one screw from the 

cover (Fig. E), then use a pick 
or flat-blade screwdriver to 
release three tabs along the 
front edge (Fig. E). Finally, 
release the two tabs along the 
rear edge (Fig. F). 

b. As you pull the cover away 
from the printer, remove the 
power-switch arm (Fig. G). 
Take care when re-installing 
this arm – it should look like 
the photo, and the longer 
post should go into the actual 
power switch (in the printer 
body), with the shorter post 
going into the switch actuator 
(in the cover). If you get this 
backwards, it will not only be 
harder to install, but it can 
come into contact with the 
fuse, causing a destructive 
short circuit.

c. Re-installing the cover itself is 
tricky. Seat the rear edge first, 
taking care to get it flush with 
the formatter cavity (there are 
plastic tabs on the cover that 
mate with the rear edge of 
the cavity), then hook up the 
power-switch arm, then seat 
the front edge of the cover. 
CAUTION: the front edge 
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K. HV CONTACT ASM: 1 screw

L. HV CONTACT ASM: 3 tabs, 3 screws

will not seat fully unless the 
front door of the printer is all 
the way open.

5. Rear upper cover.
a. Remove 10 screws (Fig. H) 

and lift the cover off. Note 
that the central screw secures 
a small access door. This door 
will probably come off when 
the screw is removed.

6. High-voltage power supply.
a. If you didn't take the 

shortcut, carefully unplug two 
flat flexible cables from the dc 
controller board in the back 
(Fig. I). 

b. Unplug two cables from the 
high-voltage power supply 
board (Fig. J). 

c. Remove four screws (Fig. J), 
release seven retaining tabs 
(Fig. J).

d. If you didn't take the 
shortcut, remove the power 
supply.

e. If you took the shortcut: 
simply lay the power 
supply on the table next to 
the printer. This requires 
some care, because the 
board is now supported 
only by those two cables. 
It is best to support the 
board by placing something 
under it (perhaps a book 
or two). Do not, under 
any circumstances, place 
anything on top of the 
board, and do not allow 
it to dangle with its full 
weight on the cables. 
Remove the board (or lay 
on table if you took the 
shortcut).

7. High-voltage contact asm.
a. Remove one screw in the 

front (Fig. K) and three 
on the side (Fig. L), then 
release three retaining tabs 
(Fig. L), rotate the rear of 
the assembly away from 
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the printer, and then pull it toward the rear to 
remove it. 

b. When re-installing, seat the front end first. 
Note that the upper rear corner of the assembly 
acts as a cable guide – make sure to re-route 
these cables under the corner when re-
installing.

8. Cartridge Locks. Now you can see the four car-
tridge locks and the left lock slide lever that con-
trols them. Fig. M (left) shows the lever in the 
down position (transfer roller holder rotated down, 
cartridge locks open); Fig. M (right) shows the le-
ver up (transfer roller holder rotated up, cartridge 
locks closed). Be careful if you move the lock slide 
lever up and down after removing the high-voltage 
contact assembly – there is nothing holding the car-
tridge locks onto their posts except spring tension, 
and they can and will fall off! Fig. M shows a close-
up of the uppermost cartridge lock (for the black 
cartridge), which is different from the other three, 
and is the most likely one to break. 

a. To remove any of the cartridge locks, simply 
pull it off the metal mounting post and then 
detach the spring. Use Fig. M as a guide when 
mounting the new part. If the lock slide lever 
comes off or is replaced, note that it has two 
vertical slots which mount onto metal brackets 
(visible in both photos). Make sure to line 
this up correctly – if you do not, it will be 
impossible to re-install the high-voltage contact 
assembly.

     Once you have replaced the necessary parts, simply 
reverse the above steps to re-assemble the printer.

Part numbers:
RC1-7618 Left upper lock lever (for black cartridge)
RC1-6633 Left lower lock lever (for any of the three 
color cartridges)
RC1-6634 Tension spring (for any of the four lock le-
vers)
RC1-6636 Left lock slide lever (the long vertical piece)
RC1-6638 Left slide cam (below the lock slide lever)

M. DOOR OPEN, LOCKS UP DOOR CLOSED, LOCKS DOWN
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Kit Contents:

Gear, 20T/20T, RU5-0956 (A in Fig. A)
Gear, 20T, RU5-0957 (B)
Gear, 17T/17T, RU5-0958 (C)
Gear, 19T, RU5-0959 (D)

 To cure gear noise in the P3005, replace the 
gears on the fuser drive assembly and also the fus-
ing assembly itself. If you don’t replace the fuser, 
the noise may actually increase, even if the fuser 
gear appears unworn.

A. Remove fuser
1. Remove Back Cover. Open the Rear 

Output Bin and press down to release two 
door-stops, then remove the two screws. 
Lift the bottom of cover to disengage tabs. 
Finally, lift away from printer.

2. Remove I/O Cover. Rotate it to the left 
and pull.

3. Remove Duplexer Inlet Guide. Use a 
small flat-blade screwdriver to carefully 
release two tabs (Fig. B). Slide the guide out 
the rear.

4. Disconnect three cables. See Fig. B.
5. Remove four screws. See Fig. B.

TECH

GEAR KIT INSTRUCTIONS P3005

EAC

D
B

Fig. A

CABLES

SCREWS

TABS

Fig. B
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6. Remove fuser. Tilt it toward the rear of the 
printer and slide it out.

B. Replace gears
As these gears are similar be careful not to mix 
them up.

1. Remove the fuser thrust stopper (E in 
Fig. A). Grasp it with a pliers and pull it 
off of the shaft. BE CAREFUL NOT TO 
DROP IT INSIDE THE PRINTER. 
When re-installing this piece, orient it with 
the open side facing into the printer, and 
make sure it snaps onto the shaft.

2. 20t/20t double gear (A in Fig. A ). This 
gear sits directly under the thrust stopper 

and can now be slid off the shaft. Note 
that it is impossible to install the new gear 
incorrectly – it only fits on the shaft one 
way.

3. 20t gear (B in Fig. A). Slide it off the shaft. 
When installing the replacement,  the side 
with the lip on it should be up against the 
printer wall.

4. 17t/17t gear & 19t gear. On the 
17t/17t gear (C in Fig. A), pry the 
retaining tab away from the shaft and pull 
off the gear. Then slide off the 19t gear (D) 
and replace both gears.

LPT

NEW!

2011 Fuser Chart
for HP and Lexmark

 If you haven't yet received your 2011 fuser 
chart, give your rep a call to get your free copy.  This 
attractive 24x40 inch poster will help you quickly 
identify fusing assemblies for HP and Lexmark la-
ser printers.

 Contact your dedicated LPT account execu-
tive today.

 

 Brad Janusiak: (866) 540-9176

 Bob Herro: (866) 650-1290

 Bruce Davis: (866) 334-4184

 Colleen Krantz: (866) 540-9167

 Dan Cassidy: (866) 650-6771

 Dave Gress: (866) 540-9168

 Gonzo Casas: (866) 540-9171

 Jason Meyering: (866) 540-9170

 Kas Schafer: (866) 540-9172

 Mike Meinholz: (866) 650-1289

 Paul Seibold: (866) 540-9177

 Rich Russell: (866) 540-9174

 Richard Jordan: (866) 540-9175

At LPT, every 
remanufactured fuser 
is tested in a printer 
and inspected. Every  
third-party fuser is 
ohm-checked and in-
spected.

T630/T632
56P1333; Kit: 56P1409

T634 
56P1859; Kit: 56P1855 

ID: 3.8 lbs. Similar to 40X2592 but the largest receptacle 
in the board (B) has only eight pins, and the left sensor flag is 

inaccessible. Has a cable 99A2423 lacks (A). 8000, 5Si 
RG5-4447; LJ Kit: C3971A; ID: 6.9 lbs. 

Has two plugs. Also: Lexmark Optra N240/245. 
8100, 8150

RG5-6532; Kit: C3914A; ID: 7.7 lbs. Has one plug.

9000, 
9040/50, M9040/50 

RG5-5750; Kit: C9152A; ID: 11.5 lbs. 
Very large fuser with distinctive blue handle-strap.

£
£





5200
RM1-2522; Kit: KIT-5200-MNT; ID: 4.7 lbs. 

Label has part number. No yellow warning sticker.
M5025, M5035

RM1-3007; Kit: Q7832A; ID: 4.7 lbs. 
Label has part number. Bright yellow warning sticker. 

5000 
RG5-5455; Kit: C4110A

5100 
RG5-7060; Kit: Q1860A

ID: 3.6 lbs. The LJ 5000 and 5100 are interchangeable. 
To distinguish them, note the location of the holes in the 

cover and compare with the photos.

P4014, 
P4015, P4515 

RM1-4554, CB506-67901; Kit: CB388A; ID: 3.3 lbs. 

£

4100 
RG5-5063; Kit: C8057A

ID: 3.2 lbs.Has blue lock levers. Compare with 4000.

£

4000/50 
RG5-2661: Kit: C4118A

ID: 3.1 lbs. Has captive screws. Compare with 4100.

42x0, 43x0
4200 RM1-0013: KIT:  Q2429A 
4300 RM1-0101: KIT: Q2436A

4250, 4350 RM1-1082: KIT: Q5421A 

  
Extra Rollers

4345, M4345
RM1-1043; Kit: Q5998A; 

ID: 3.3 lbs. Check part number on metal plate. 
Delivery guide has extra rollers.

2100
RG5-4132; Kit: H3974-60001

ID: 1.8 lbs. Label has part number. Lacks a yellow cable 
set and its top cover is perforated, compare with 2200. 

2200 
RG5-5559; Kit: H3978-60001

ID: 1.8 lbs. Label has part number. Like the 2300, the 
2200 has a smooth top and yellow cable set, but it has no 

green jam-clearing knob.

2300 
RM1-0354; Kit: U6180A

ID: 1.8 lbs. Label has part number. The 2300 has a 
green jam-clearing knob.







P2035/P2055
RM1-6405
ID: 2.2 lbs.

2410/20/30 
RM1-1535; Kit: H3980-60001

ID: 2.8 lbs. Label shows part num-
ber RM1-1491. Compare with 

RM1-3740, left. 





P2014/15, M2727  
RM1-4247; Kit: KIT-2015-MNT

ID: 2.3 lbs. Compare RM1-1289, left.

P3005, M3027/35
RM1-3717; Kit: KIT-3005-MNT

P3015
RM1-6274; Kit: CE525-67901

ID: 2.7 lbs. Label has part number. Compare with RM1-
1535, right.







B

CA



D

3015/20/30 RM1-0865;  
ID: 1.5 lbs. Levers have gap (A). Wire (B) is white.

 3050/52/55 RM1-3044;
ID: Arms have gap (A). Wire (B) is blue.

101X RM1-0660; ID: Levers like C. Wire (B) is white. 
1020 RM1-2086; ID: Levers like C. Wire (B) is blue.

1022 RM1-2049; ID: Long release levers (D).

1160, 1320, 339X
RM1-1289; Kit: KIT-1320-MNT

ID: 2.3 lbs. Compare RM1-4247, right.




1150, 1300

RM1-0715; Kit: KIT-1300-MNT 
1000, 1200, 3300

RG9-1493; Kit: KIT-1200-MNT; ID: 1.9 lbs. 
Large screws are brass on RG9-1493, silver on RM1-

0715. Compare also RM1-0715, below.



3380
RM1-2075 ID: 2 lbs. 

Has white piece on delivery roller. Compare RM1-0715. 

£

IIISi/4Si
RG5-0046; Kit: C2062A

 ID: 5 lbs. Turquoise felt cover. 

4V 
RG5-1557; Kit: C3141A

ID: 3.6 lbs. Grey levers.



A
B




£

5P
RG5-1700; Kit: H3973-60001 

6P
RG5-4110; Kit: H3966-60001 

ID: 1.8 lbs. Label has part number (A); 
6P has a black gear (B), 5P (& 4P) has a white one. 

The 4P/4L, RG5-0676, has a yellow label on front.

4
RG5-0454; Kit: C2001A 
ID: 2.4 lbs. Angled corner. 

4 Plus/5 
RG5-0879; Kit, 4 Plus: 

C2037A; Kit, 5: C3916A
ID: 2.7 lbs. Square corner.

CLJ 4600
RG5-6493; Kit: C9725A

CLJ 4650, 4610 
RG5-7450; Kit: Q3676A 

ID: 4.8 lbs. Check the large gear on the bottom of the 
fuser — see the picture below. The teeth are at an angle 

on the 4650 and straight on the 4600.

CLJ 5500
RG5-6848; Kit: C9735A 

CLJ 5550
RG5-7691; Kit: Q3984A 

ID: 7.8 lbs. Similar to 4600 but has blue handles and 
is longer. To distinguish the 5500 from the 5550, note 

the large gear on the bottom. It is angle-cut on the of the 
5550 but straight on the 5500 — see picture below.

CLJ 4500/50
RG5-5154: Kit: C4197A; ID: 6.1 lbs. Large blue handles.

CLJ 8500/50
RG5-3060; KIT: C4155A; ID: 9.2 lbs. Similar to 8000, 

but has a green lever and red upper & lower fuser rollers.

Gear Differences for 
CLJ 5500/50 & 4600/50



 CLJ 9500
RG5-6098; KIT: C8556A

ID: 13.2 lbs. Has large pistol-grip handles.

CLJ 2700, 
3600, 3800, CP3505

RM1-2763 ID: 2.9 lbs. 

CLJ 3500, 3550, 3700 
RM1-0428; Kit: Q3655A; ID: 3 lbs. 

CLJ 4700/30, CM4730, CP4005 
RM1-3131; KIT: Q7502A; ID: 4.6 lbs. 

Angle-cut gear: 4650 & 
5550 (shown)

Straight-cut gear: 4600 & 
5500 (shown)



CM6030/40, CP6015
CB457A; ID: 10.5 lbs. 

CLJ 2600, 1600 
RM1-1820; ID: 3.1 lbs. Look for 

part number (A), claw-like guides (B), & blue cable (C).
CLJ 2605

RM1-1824: ID: 3 lbs. As above but 
cable (C) is green. The simplex version is RM1-1828.

CM1015/17
RM1-4310; ID: 3.1 lbs. 

As RM1-1820, but lacks claw-like guides (B).

£

£

£

B
C

A

CP3525, CM3530
CE484A

CP4025, CP4525 
CE246A

ID: 4 lbs. Label on CE484A says “RM1-4955,” but on 
CE246A it says “RM1-5654.”

CP2025 RM1-6738
CM2320 RM1-6740

ID: 2.4 lbs. CP2025 has a yellow cable; CP2320, green.



LJ 5000

LJ 8000, 9000

LJ 4000

LJ 2000

LJ 1000, 3000

HP: Older Models HP Color LaserJet

CP1215, CP1515/18, CM1312
RM1-4430; ID: 1.9 lbs. 

CLJ 1500, 2500 
RG5-6903; ID: 3.3 lbs. 

Label has part number, outer cover is white.
CLJ 2550

RG5-7572; ID: 3.6 lbs.
Label has part number, outer cover is gray.

CLJ 2820/40
RG5-7602: KIT: KIT-28xx-MNT; ID: 3.6 lbs. 

Label has part number, outer cover is gray and indented.

A No board

A

B

Optra S 12xx 
99A1185; ID: 4.2 lbs. 

“12/16” stamped on the frame (B); lacks solenoid (A). 
Optra S 16xx/18xx

99A0966; Kit: 99A0967
ID: “12/16” stamped on the frame (B), has solenoid (A). 

Optra S 24xx
99A1190; Kit: 99A1195

ID: Has “24” stamped on the frame (B), has solenoid (A). 

Optra T610/612
99A1969; Kit: 99A1970

Optra T614/T616 
99A1977; Kit: 99A1978

ID: 4.2 lbs. They have two white connectors (see “2” above) 
and a circuit board which may be hidden by a cover (A). Ob-
serving the size of the lower pressure roller is not a reliable 

method of identification.

T620
99A2402; Kit: 99A2408 

T622
99A2405; Kit: 99A2411 

ID: 3.9 lbs. These two fusers have two white connec-
tors (see “2” at top of page) but lack a circuit board on 

the bottom (A). Observing the size of the lower pressure 
roller is not a reliable method of identification.

Identify Lexmark Fusers
1. Does it have one white connector on one end? Optra S. 
2. Does it have two white connectors on one side? Optra T and T620/2. 
3. Similar T-Series.

Optra S Optra T & T620/2

3 Similar Lexmark T-Series Fusers

A

B

 A

AB
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A
 T520/T522 

99A2423 (KIT: 9912420)
ID: 3.3 lbs. Like 56P1333 but lacks cable (A).

T64x, X64x 
40X2592; Kit: 40X0100

ID: 3.7 lbs. Sensor flag on the left side (A) is acces-
sible; both sensors are held in by screws. Large recep-

tacle in board (B) has 11 pins. 

E23x, 240, 33x, 34x
X20x, X34x 

40X4194 
ID: 2.5 lbs. 

Optra M410 
12G3982

Optra M412 
12G3984

ID: 1.8 lbs.

A Board, cover

T65x, X65x
40X4418 

ID: 4.27 lbs.

EXCHANGE INSTRUCTIONS 

Package the fuser safely.

Include the RMA number on the 
shipping label. 

Send to:

 RETURNS 
 3517 W. BELTLINE HWY. 
 MADISON, WI 53713 

TO ORDER 
PRINTER PARTS, 
Call (608) 268-7600 

TO REQUEST BIDS ON 
FUSER OVERSTOCK 
Call (608) 268-7610

www.lbrty.com

LiberTy ParTs Team 
2011 HP & LEXMARK
FUSER ID CHART
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LIBERTY
FREEDOM TO SUCCEED

quaLiTy
The Key to Growth 

LibeRTy PaRTS Team 
makes sure your parts 
work before they’re 
shipped. We test and in-
spect every remanufactured 
and third-party assembly, 
not just one in 10. Moreover, 
the best components ensure 
these parts will surpass your 
performance expectations.

LPT grows every year be-
cause we aim to be the 
best.  We emphasize team-
work, service and above all, 
quality. Our parts will make 
the difference.


